M/s Nagarro Ltd. 2023 Batch
NOTICE FOR REGISTRATION || Campus Drive - M/s Nagarro Ltd. 2023 Batch ||
B.E/B.Tech./M.E./M.Tech.-(CS/IT/EC Branch)/ MCA
NOTE: Only those students who are really interested in below mentioned profile are requested to participate
in the Campus Process.
IMPORTANT NOTE: For appearing in this pool campus recruitment program students will have to register at
below given link on or before 22nd September 2022, 11:00 AM.
Students who are already offered by any company above mentioned CTC will not be eligible in the drive.
Registration Link:
https://forms.gle/7nzcrqVNq92MCXxG8
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Company:- M/s Nagarro Ltd.
Brief about the Company:Nagarro is a fast-growing, global leader in the area of digital engineering services. We're a multidisciplinary
team of strategists, designers, and engineers that work with organizations to solve complex business
challenges through agility and innovation. We are collaborative and human centered, and we use design
thinking to help our clients achieve their business goals by understanding their users and their needs before
developing solutions that meet those needs. We are a globally listed enterprise with 16,000 employees and a
presence in 30 countries. We courageously embrace the future, with vision and clarity about where technology
and business are heading.
Branches and Criteria:  B.E/B.Tech./M.E./M.Tech./DDI (CS/IT/EC Branch)/ MCA


60 % in the current degree till now. (No backlogs).

Salary CTC: -

04.50 LPA (For Software Developer)

Designation: -

Graduate Engineer Trainee

Job Location: -

Gurgaon

Date of Campus Drive: -

will be shared shortly

Selection Process: Aptitude test and technical objective test of 60 minutes.


Followed by a programming test of 150 minutes (All rounds will be elimination rounds).



The shortlisted candidates will be eligible for the virtual interview process.



Students can use any coding language in which they are comfortable with.

IMPORTANT Note: For appearing in this pool campus recruitment program students will have to register at
below given link on or before 22nd September 2022, 11:00 AM.
Students who are already offered by any company above mentioned CTC will not be eligible in the drive.
Registration Link: https://forms.gle/7nzcrqVNq92MCXxG8

